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	It has been more than 6 years since the publication of the original edition of this book. A great deal has happened in the world of computer security since that time. This edition is updated to include newer information, updated issues, and revised content.


	The real question is who is this book for. This book is a guide for any computer-savvy person. That means system administrators who are not security experts or anyone who has a working knowledge of computers and wishes to know more about cyber crime and terrorism could find this book useful.

	

	However, the core audience will be students who wish to take a first course in security but may not have a thorough background in computer networks. The book is in textbook format, making it ideal for introductory computer security courses that have no specific prerequisites. That lack of prerequisites means that people outside the normal computer science and computer information systems departments could also avail themselves of a course based on this book. This might be of particular interest to law enforcement officers, criminal justice majors, and even business majors with an interest in computer security.

	

	As was previously mentioned, this book is intended as an introductory computer security book. In addition to the numerous end notes, the appendices will guide you to a plethora of additional resources. There are also review questions and practice exercises with every chapter. This book is not a cookbook for hackers. You will see exactly how hackers target a system and get information about it. You will also see step-by-step instructions on how to use some password cracking utilities and some network scanning utilities. You will also be given a reasonably in depth explanation of various hacking attacks. However, you won’t see a specific step-by-step recipe for executing an attack.

	

	This book assumes that you are a competent computer user. That means you have used a computer at work and at home, are comfortable with email and web browsers, and know what words like RAM and USB mean. For instructors considering this as a textbook, that means that students will have had some basic understanding of PCs, but need not have had formal computer courses. For this reason, there is a chapter on basic networking concepts to get you up to speed. For readers with more knowledge, such as system administrators, you will find some chapters of more use to you than others. Feel free to simply skim any chapter that you feel is too elementary for you.
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Advances in Data Analysis: Proceedings of the 30th Annual ConferenceSpringer, 2007
The book focuses on exploratory data analysis, learning of latent structures in datasets, and unscrambling of knowledge. It covers a broad range of methods from multivariate statistics, clustering and classification, visualization and scaling as well as from data and time series analysis. It provides new approaches for information retrieval and...
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Focus On Curves and Surfaces (Focus on Game Development)Course Technology PTR, 2002
This guide provides clear,                    practical explanations of curves and surfaces with the minimum                    of esoteric mathematical notation, making it far more                    accessible to work along with the material for a better                    understanding of the concepts.

This book is aimed at anyone...
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Network Coding Theory (Foundations and Trends(R) in Communications and Information Theory)Now Publishers, 2006
Network Coding Theory provides a tutorial on the basic of network coding theory. It presents the material in a transparent manner without unnecessarily presenting all the results in their full generality.   Store-and-forward had been the predominant technique for transmitting information through a network until its optimality was refuted by network...
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Low-Voltage Low-Power CMOS Current ConveyorsSpringer, 2003

	Research in analog integrated circuits has recently gone in the direction

	of low-voltage (LV)‚ low-power (LP) design‚ especially in the environment of

	portable systems where a low supply voltage‚ given by a single-cell battery‚ is

	used. These LV circuits have to show also a reduced power consumption to...
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Motivate Like a CEO:  Communicate Your Strategic Vision and Inspire People to Act! (Business Books)McGraw-Hill, 2009

	“An exciting read, you won’t want to put Motivate Like a CEO down until you’ve mastered all of its secrets!”

	Marshall Goldsmith, New York Times bestselling author of What Got You Here Won’t Get You There


	"Motivated leaders are rare, yet everyone seeks to become...
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An Elementary Introduction to Statistical Learning TheoryJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	A thought-provoking look at statistical learning theory and its role in understanding human learning and inductive reasoning


	A joint endeavor from leading researchers in the fields of philosophy and electrical engineering, An Elementary Introduction to Statistical Learning Theory is a comprehensive and accessible...
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